
Fleet Maintenance Glass Protection program



Supra Glass Protection Products 

Hollen Industries is proud and excited to offer our Fleet 
Maintenance Glass Enhancement products CLEAR ARMOR 
and RELOAD by Supra.

The CLEAR ARMOR Glass Enhancement Product is designed to be used on any glass or 
silica-based substrate. We however believe that it is best suited for what it was originally 
invented for, Windshield Glass protection. In particular two main areas of any vehicle

➢ Front Windshield
➢ Front side windows

The RELOAD product which was designed to assist and lengthen the life of CLEAR ARMOR is 
ideal for use on outside mirrors and other windows. 



How It Works

ROCKS LIGHT

WATER TREATED GLASS

Under a microscope you will be able to see that glass is not flat. There 
are peaks and valleys that leave the glass vulnerable to road debris, 
making it easy to chip and crack. When a stone glances off your 
windshield it can catch one of these peaks or valleys and damage your 
windshield. 

The thousands of peaks and valleys in your windshield also refract light. 
When light is refracted it creates a blurry image or what we perceive as 
road glare.
By applying the Supra ClearArmor windshield treatment you eliminate 
the three elements above, giving you a stronger windshield, clearer 
vision by reducing glare, and the ability to remove ice, snow and even 
insects with ease.

The information contained above is only an overview of the product.



RELOAD™ Refortifies your vehicle’s windshield + windows to ensure “Optimal Visibility” so 
that you can drive safely regardless of weather conditions or due to exterior debris. It is 
recommended to use RELOAD™ every 3 mo. / 6 mo. / once a year, or when necessary

Supra Glass Protection Products 

CLEAR ARMOR is an invisible coating that makes your windshield hydrophobic. The 
coating is chemically and physically bonded to the windshield, strengthening the glass 
and preventing weathering at a microscopic level.

Supra Glass Cleanser is a heavy-duty cream cleanser specifically designed for stains on glass. It 
deep cleans auto glass safely and effectively without scratching the surface.
Supra Glass Cleanser removes the buildup of Water spots, Hard water, Minerals, Oils, Insects, 
Road salt, Waxes, Tree sap, Road grime plus other stains.
Supra Glass Cleanser promotes Supra crystal-clear glass & clear visibility and driving safety. 
Supra Glass Cleanser also renews older, worn glass and keeps glass stain & streak free.



Why CLEAR ARMOR 

Driving Commercial Vehicles has its challenges caused by inclement weather, 
driving conditions and the effects of other vehicles on the roads.
As a fleet manager it is your job to ensure that you are able to provide the safest 
and most reliable vehicle for your company. 
Clear Armor helps you achieve both of these goals. Our products take regular 
glass and make it safer glass. 10X stronger than untreated, our products increase 
the deflection strength, mitigating damage caused by flying debris. Rock chips 
and stone bruises cause light refraction which leads to optic fatigue. With a 35% 
reduction in road glare CLEAR ARMOR can dramatically enhance your driving 
experience. Even more importantly improve driver / operator safety.

In addition CLEAR ARMOR can dramatically 
reduce the frequency of glass replacement and 
subsequent equipment down time and lower 
overall vehicle maintenance costs. Bottom line is 
it saves you money and increases driver 
productivity

https://youtu.be/E6M5AcM2PpI

Want to learn more then take time to see 

us on YouTube

https://youtu.be/E6M5AcM2PpI


Who Uses IT and Can Use IT 

Clear Armor is not just for the car and 

truck fleet. It is used in many different 

industries on many different machines 

vehicles and units.



Benefits in a Nutshell

➢ Makes untreated glass 10X stronger
➢ Improves clarity and visibility to extend driver reaction time
➢ Deflects small road debris to reduce damage to glass
➢ Significantly reduces Night Glare
➢ Allows insects to be easily washed away
➢ Makes ice and snow much easier to remove
➢ Frost adhesion is reduced start up idle /defrost time dramatically reduced
➢ Protects against acid rain, corrosion and mineral buildup
➢ Reduces Vehicle down time for replacement
➢ Reduces overall Vehicle maintenance cost
➢ Simple application and upkeep 
➢ Assists in maintaining vehicle value 
➢ Will NOT discolor or peel and will remain stable under UV Rays.



What People are saying

While it is very important to understand the science of a 

product and proof of its claims it is even more important 

to see what people say that use it.

“I have been driving trucks for 35 years with over 3 Million Km’s traveled.  During my career I have been 

the Vice-President of the Alberta Trucking Industry Safety Association.  President of the Owner Operator 

Business Association of Canada, Canadian Representative of the Owner Operator Independent Drivers 

Association. Vice-President of the Canadian Owner Operator Drivers Association and Western Owner 

Operators Association.

After researching and looking for this product for the last couple of years I have finally found the ultimate 

glass treatment. I feel no driver should go without. Not only does it permanently improve my visibility, 

especially with night driving.  It’s hydrophobic and clears rain instantly when driving and makes my 

windshield 10 times stronger. I’ve applied Clear Armor to my vehicles. I am 100% satisfied. I fully endorse 

this treatment. You will be happy with the results.”

Clear Armor passes with flying colours. I give it a five star rating”

Dave Marson

Alberta



What People are saying

“I thought I would take a moment to send you feedback regarding your Clear Armour

glass treatment. I noticed your product displayed at the local auto parts store and while it 

was a higher priced product compared to the windshield treatments being displayed, I 

had tried most of the “other ones “with less than desirable results. Your product was 

applied to the 3 windshields on my 37’ trawler class boat over a year ago and WOW, 

have only had to use the wipers once in that period and only to clear a 2’ snow 

accumulation. Fog, drizzle, west coast rain deluge, it doesn’t matter, its like an invisible 

shield and my windshield stays clear. A full year later, and with at least 2 days of use per 

week year-round, your product still sheds water as well as the day it was applied. I have 

since purchased additional treatments for my personal vehicles and work vehicles with 

the same great results as the boat.”

– Shane Heron, Director of National Operations, Watson Gloves

“Our visibility was vastly improved! We could see 

the road more clearly, even during a rainstorm, 

without using the windshield wipers! The glare at 

night is totally omitted! This is an AMAZING 

product.”

– NADINE, COQUITLAM B.C

“My driving vision, especially in rain and 

snow is clearer as both elements beads 

and flows off the windshield.  To date, after 

many stone strikes to my windshield, still 

no chips or cracks.  Thanks, a great 

product.”

– Michael, Edmonton Alberta

“The Clear Armor Kit application was simple and fast 

and so far results are fantastic.  The windshield 

remains clear and clean after rain showers.  With 

knowledge that the application has fortified my 

windshield glass 3.7 times stronger than regular glass 

affords me confidence that I will not be paying for a 

new windshield any time soon. Well worth the money 

spent.”

– Harry, Mercedes Benz owner, Edmonton Alberta



For More Information 

Contact:

Allen Palmer
Hollen Industries Ltd
Phone: 780-974-2700

Email: hollenindustries@gmail.com

This presentation is being done in 
partnership with Supra Canada and may 
contain information from Supra 
Canada.


